VIP INVITATIONS AND TABLES

VIP INVITATION FOR 3 DAYS
Price per person: 1 000 PLN (250 €)
Price for 8-seats table: 7 000 PLN (1 750 €) net

Show (16–17 of August 2019) Including: VIP lunch buffet, snacks & beverages, seat at the VIP table.

SPONSORSHIP

GOLD PACKAGE GUARANTEES:
• decorations and awards for the top three horses in one of the championships by the Sponsor representatives;
• private VIP table / 8 invitation;
• 8 invitations to race for the Al Khalediah Cup on the Służewiec Track (VIP zone);
• the right to use na image of the Festival Sponsor;
• advertising in the official Festival catalogue (2 pages in color);
• mention of the Sponsor in the Festival promotional materials in the rank of „Gold Sponsor”;
• advertising on the light-bands around the show ring;
• „Gold Sponsor” logo in the highlighted box on the page www.akeahf.com that links to in the sponsor’s website;
• 8 Festival Catalogues;
• opportunity of advertising exposure at the Festival venue in Nowe Wrońska;
• placing the logo as a Sponsor of the show class in the catalogue;
• mentioning the name of the Sponsor by the announcer;
• the right to distribute Sponsor’s materials by hostesses;
• Sponsors advertising materials exhibition on the VIP sector tables;
• Sponsor logo placed on awards symbols in one of the championships.

GOLD package price: 30 000 PLN (7 000 €) net

SILVER PACKAGE GUARANTEES:
• decorations and awards for the five winning horses in one class show by the Sponsor representatives;
• 4 VIP invitations;
• 4 invitations to race for the Al Khalediah Cup on the Służewiec Track (VIP zone);
• the right to use na image of the Festival Sponsor;
• advertising in the official Festival catalogue (1 pages in color);
• mention of the Sponsor in the Festival promotional materials in the rank of „Silver Sponsor”; 
• advertising on the light-bands around the show ring;
• „Silver Sponsor” logo in the highlighted box on the page www.akeahf.com that links to in the sponsor’s website;
• 4 Festival Catalogues;
• opportunity of advertising exposure at the Festival venue in Nowe Wrońska;
• placing the logo as a Sponsor of the show class in the catalogue;
• mentioning the name of the Sponsor by the announcer;

SILVER package price: 15 000 PLN (3 500 €) net

ADVERTISEMENTS

Festival catalogue:
One page in the catalogue: 3 000 PLN (750 €) net
Double page in the catalogue: 5 000 PLN (1 250 €) net

LED light band:
LED light band advertising: 2 000 PLN (500€) net

Especially for Exhibitors we offer 70% discount when buying – VIP invitations and tables, ads in the catalogue or on led bands and 30% discount for the sponsorship packages.

For more info, visit: www.akeahf.com